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Rory Trawber and the team at Fiona Stanley hospital in Perth operate a consultation service for translational simulation in their large tertiary hospital. Their multidisciplinary team designs simulation exercises in conjunction with referring teams, to directly address health service improvement.

What we're doing

Psychological safety is no accident!
Eve Purdy gave the opening keynote talk at the Royal College of Emergency Medicine, with insights and lessons from our research at Gold Coast Health on how to build high performing healthcare teams. Small moments matter.
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More translational simulation news

High Performing teams & Gandel Simulation Service (GSS).
Gandel Sim provides translational simulation activities at the Womens hospital in Melbourne. We ran two virtual workshops with Gandel Sim - for clinicians and for quality and safety leads - on 'high performing teams'. We discussed what makes great teams work, and how learning conversations - in simulation and in the real world - are critical.

For a copy of our summary click here.
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